
They'remaking a film.
LESSON OBJECTlVES

Structures
Present Simple and Present Continuous: positive,
negative and questions

Functions
Ask and talk about personal information
Say what is happening

Vocabulary
Places in town (Memory check)
Everyday phrases: Look! What's happening? Oh,
right. Quick! Excuse me!

Background information·Alex Rider /,rehks 'rald;)/ is the title character in
the popular Alex Rider series of novels by British
author Anthony Horowitz. Alex is the teenage
agent for MI6, the British international intelligence
service.·Alex Pettyfer /,rehks 'petIf;)/, bom 1990, is an
English actor. He played Alex Rider in the film
Stormbreaker, 2006.· Melbourne: capital city of Victoria, Australia.
Population 3.2 million.·London City Airport is only 10 km from the centre
of London. It handles flights throughout the UK and
mainland Europe.· Keira Knightley /,kI;)r;) 'naltli/, bom 1985, is
a British actress. She began acting professionally at
the age of seven.· International Schools are found in most capital
cities of the world. They are private schools with
an international student population. The medium of
education is English.

Getting started
· If this is the first lesson with the class, greet the Ss and

introduce yourself.· Introduce Ss to the activities and the features of the SB,
using LI. See the advice about 'The first lesson' on
page 15 in the TB.· Revise Present Simple questions and answers in
preparation for Lesson l, using vocabulary your Ss
already know. Ask questions for Ss to answer, e.g.
What's yourlhis/her name? How old are you? Where
do you live? What sports do you like? If necessary,
encourage Ss to help each other with the answers.
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· Ask Ss to look at the picture on page 4 and guess
where it is and what the people are doing. If necessary,
ask questions, e.g. What sort oj place is this? What's
happening? Can you describe one person in the picture?
(appearance, clothes, age). If you feel Ss may not cope
wen with using Present Simple and Present Continuous
in their answers, use just one of the verb forms at this
stage.· Play the recording two or three times for Ss to listen and
read. Check that Ss understand the meaning of building,
spy, accent and autograph.

· Divide the class into four groups to be Jake, Ollie, Rose
and Jess. Play the recording again, this time leaving
a pause after each sentence for the groups to listen and
repeat their lines and then change roles. 3.

2 Check .· Look at the example item with the class. Ask Ss to find
the part of the dialogue that gives the answer (Yes, we 're
Jrom Melbourne).· Ss work individuany, referring to the dialogue and
correcting the sentences.· When checking answers, ask Ss to read out the complete
correct sentences.· After checking Ss' answers, ask them if they have got
any famous people's autographs.
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Answers

2 They're Jrom Melbourne. 3 Ollie has got an
Australian accent. 4 His dad worksJor an airline
company. 5 Jake and Rose live in East London.
6 Rose asks Alex PettyJerJor his autograph.

Everyday phrases
· Ask Ss to read and repeat the phrases after you several

times.· Ask Ss what they say in their LI for each phrase.

4.
.

Look and learn
.

· Encourage Ss to say what they remember about the
Present Simple and Present Continuous. Refer Ss to the
grammar box on page 14.· Ss read and complete the sentences in the Look and learn
box. Check that Ss remember the third person singular
form of both verb tenses.



Answers

Present Sirnple:
Positive
He/She lives in Melbourne.
Negative
I/We don't live in Manchester.
He/She doesn't live in Sydney.
Questions
Where do you live?
Where does your dad work?
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Present Continuous:
Positive
He/She's/is talking to a film star.
Negative
I'm/arn/They're/are not making a TV programme.
He/She isn't talking to me.
Questions
What's/is he doing?
Where are you living right now?
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Encourage Ss to say what they know about Keira
Knightley, using English as much as possible.
Read aloud the sentences in the introduction to the
artiele.· Advise Ss to read the rest of the artiele quickly for
general understanding. Ss then work individuaBy,reading
and completing the gaps with the correct verb forrns. Ss
can compare answers in pairs before checking answers as
a elass.
Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read aloud
the sentences. Explain or encourage Ss to guess the
meaning of any new words.
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Answers

1 works 2 makes 3 is having 4 isn't staying
5 is living 6 loves 7 goes 8 go 9 don 't know
10 think 11 'm/am enjoying
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Give Ss time to read through the inforrnation about OBie
on the card.· Play the recording, several times if necessary, for Ss to
listen and complete the information.· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to make
sentences, e.g. Ollie is jourteen. Check spelling of the
answers where necessary.

the
Answers

Age jourteen
Schoollnternational School (in the middle oj London)
Hornetown Melbourne
Favourite sport tennis
Favourite food hamburger
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5 Englishin adion: Personal
information

· Read out the instructions and question prompts.· Elicit the questions and example answers from the
Ss. Check the use of the Present Simple and Present
Continuous verb forrns.· Ss work in pairs, acting out the conversation and
changing roles. Monitor but do not interrupt Ss' fluency.
Make a note of any general problems with verb forrns
and go over these with the whole elass afterwards.· If time, some of the pairs can act out their roleplay for
the elass.

Answers

Where do you comeJrom? What are you doing here?
Where are you staying? Where do you go to school?
What sports do you play? Do you want to have a
hamburger?

6 Memory check: Places in town· Look at the example item with the elass. Elicit the
answers to the second item.· Ss work in pairs, reading the cues and suggesting which
two places the people want to go to. Monitor and help Ss
if necessary.· Check pronunciation and spelling when checking Ss'
answers. Point out that there may be more than one
possible answer for some of the places. If Ss ask about
the use of the definite artiele (the) with station, bus
station and cinema, explain (in LI) that we use 'the'
when there is only one of these places in the town, e.g.
there is probably more than one car park but only one
train station in a town.

Answers

2 a restaurant and a disco/a club 3 a coffee bar/a
caje and a musie shop/a record shop 4 a bank and a
supermarket 5 a bookshop and a post office 6 a bus
stop/the bus station and the cinema

7 Write
· Read through the instructions and questions with the

elass. Ss may need time to find out inforrnation about
the film or pop star they choose.· Advise Ss to refer to the magazine artiele about Keira
Knightley to help them. Ss write their artiele with the
title 'Star profile'.· Check Ss' draft artiele and point out any errors for
them to correct before they write out the final version.
Encourage Ss to attach a picture of their chosen star to
their artiele.· If there is space in your elassroom, Ss can make a display
of their artieles.
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